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Abstract— 

This paper presents an effective nighttime vehicle detection system that combines a novel 

bioinspired image enhancement approach with a weighted feature fusion technique. Inspired by 

the retinal mechanism in natural visual processing, we develop a nighttime image enhancement 

method by modeling the adaptive feedback from horizontal cells and the center-surround 

antagonistic receptive fields of bipolar cells. Furthermore, we 

extract features based on the convolutional neural network, histogram of oriented gradient, and 

local binary pattern to train the classifiers with support vector machine. These features are fused 

by combining the score vectors of each feature with the learnt weights. During detection, we 

generate accurate regions of interest by combining vehicle taillight detection with object 

proposals. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed bioinspired 

image enhancement method contributes well to vehicle detection. 

Keywords:- HOG,SVM. 

1. INTRODUCTION

NIGHTTIME vehicle detection has become an important task in intelligent transportation 

systems (ITS) in recent decades. It is also one of the key technologies for advanced driver 

assistance systems (ADAS) and autonomous driving sys-tems (ADS). About 30% of all 

vehicular accidents are caused by rear-end collisions that are one of the most fatal traffic 

accidents. In this paper, we focus on detecting moving vehicles in front of the driver at night to 

avoid rear-end collisions. Some state-of-the-art object detectors are able to extract fea-tures from 

the original images taken in daytime [1], [2]. How-ever, in nighttime images, the contrast 
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between background and object, and the overall brightness are so low that some details of 

vehicles (e.g., edge, color, and shape features of vehicles) become unclear [3]. As a result, we 

should enhance the contrast, the brightness and details of the nighttime images before feature 

extraction for accurate vehicle detection. Inspired by the retinal information processing 

mechanisms of the biological visual system, we propose an effective nighttime image 

enhancement approach that models several important steps of the retinal information processing 

mechanism. At night, the moving vehicles often turn on the taillights which are the most salient. 

Thus the taillights are very useful for extracting accurate regions ofinterest (ROIs). Generating a 

set of ROIs such as object proposal methods can improve the performance of current detection 

methods [4], [5]. In this paper, we adopt the ROI extraction approach proposed in [3] that 

combines vehicle taillight detection with EdgeBoxes [5]. Detection methods based on single 

features [1], [2], [6] have been proved to be effective. However, when dealing with more 

complex scenes, these types of detection methods might lead to misclassifications. Therefore, we 

extract not only features from convolutional neural network (CNN) [6], [7], but also compute 

two commonly used effective features: histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) [1] and local 

binary pattern (LBP) [8], to complement CNN features. Because we utilize multiple features, a 

key step is to combine them effectively. Score-level feature fusion has been reported to be 

effective [3], [9]–[12]. We focus on how to make full use of the complementarity of each feature 

and the different capabilities of the same feature for different classes, and then develop a score-

level feature fusion approach that combines the three features with weights learnt from scores 

using a linear SVM. 

TECHNIQUES 

Segmentation Segmentation is the process by which an image is fenced off into smaller parts so 

that processing of an entire image can be more meaningful and easier i.e. process of partitioning 

a digital image into set of pixels. The process of segmentation makes an image meaningful and 

easy for analysis and it assigns label for every pixel so that same characteristics are shared by 

pixels with same label. BhavinkumarM.Rohit et.al. [1] used the segmentation approach and 

introduced low light video frames which have low exposure value images. The idea behind using 

the low exposure image frames is that factors such as street lights, unwanted reflections from 

vehicles body, sign boards reflections can be removed and only the bright red color and head 

lights of oncoming vehicles are visible in the image frame. Segmenting the red color from other 

noises is the major issue in identifying the tail lights. 

II Related Work:- 
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BhavinkumarM.Rohit et.al [1] describes a system for detecting vehicles based on their rear 

lights. They used the segmentation approach and introduced low light video frames which have 

low exposure value images. The idea behind using the low exposure image frames is that factors 

such as street lights, unwanted reflections from vehicles body, sign boards reflections can be 

removed and only the bright red color and head lights of oncoming vehicles are visible in the 

image frame. Segmenting the red color from other noises is the major issue in identifying the tail 

lights. The red layer is firstly extracted from the rear light and is then converted to the gray 

image. The gray frame is then subtracted from the red frame and all the unwanted noises are 

removed by median filter. A threshold value is set to convert the obtained image to its 

corresponding binary image. Then the blob analysis techniques are used to calculate the area and 

the corresponding bounding boxes. Blob detection methods are aimed at detecting regions in an 

image that has similar as well as difference in their properties. Depending upon the symmetry, 

tail lights for same vehicle is identified and the nuisance are rejected. 

Chen et al.[11] uses segmentation for identifying the bright object and verifies the segmented 

regions by spatial clustering based on the symmetric properties such as shape, texture and 

relative position. The Nakagami-m distribution approach is used to detect turn signals by scatter 

modeling of tail lights. The turn signals are detected using contrast enhancement in which 

intensity for the image is obtained. In order to avoid the noise generated from the non-tail lights a 

step function is applied and preprocessed. Thus obtained tail light is modeled using the 

Nakagami-m distribution. After this the color space regulation on the CIE xy chromaticity has 

been introduced to verify detected turn signals. For recognizing the direction of the detected turn 

signal as the reflectance strength of the area near turn signals is larger than that of other areas, 

vehicle reflectance is first decomposed. The bounding area is analyzed and in order to overcome 

the variation of an event pattern, a training algorithm is adopted like AdaBoost. Using this 

algorithm the classifiers of left and right turn signal directions are trained. 

Noppakun Boonsim et.al. [12] present a new algorithm to detect a vehicle ahead by using 

taillight pair. Tail light discovery is executed by two stages tail light competitor extraction and 

tail light check. The tail light hopeful extraction stage incorporates extraction of shading pixels 

from the information picture and competitor extraction process portions red pixel areas 

containing white. By applying symmetry score of size, shape and position competitors the tail 

light check is finished. 

III Implementation:- 

The histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) is a feature descriptor used in computer vision and 

image processing for the purpose of object detection. HOG was first described by Dalal and 
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Triggs and achieved good performance for pedestrian detection. The HOG descriptor has many 

advantages, for example, it is invariant to geometric and photometric transformations, since it 

operates on local cells. Generally, the extraction of HOG features includes five steps as described 

as follows: 

• Step 1: Gradient computation. Step 1 computes the gradient values and orientations of all

pixel units in the image by applying the 1-D centered point discrete derivative mask with the 

filter kernel [−1, 0, 1] in one or both of the horizontal and vertical directions. 

• Step 2: Orientation binning. Step 2 is to create the cell histograms. In this step, the image

was divided into cells, and the 1-D histogram Hi is generated by binning local gradients 

according to the orientation of each cell. Every pixel inside the cell will make a weighted choice 

for an introduction construct histogram channel based with respect to the qualities found in the 

slope calculation. 

• Step 3: Descriptor blocks. Step 3 groups cells together into larger, spatially connected

blocks Fi. 

Step 4: Block normalization. Step 4 is to normalize blocks in order to account for changes in 

illumination and contrast. A cell can be involved in several block normalizations for the 

overlapping block, since each block consists of a group of cells. By concatenating the histograms 

of all blocks, the feature vector VHOG is obtained. The HOG descriptor is then the linked vector 

of the parts of the standardized cell histograms from all the piece areas. 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) 

The histogram of arranged slopes (HOG) is an element descriptor utilized as a part of PC vision 

and picture handling with the end goal of protest identification. The procedure include events of 

angle introduction limited bits of a picture. This method is similar to that of edge orientation 

histograms, scale-invariant feature transform descriptors, and shape contexts, but differs in that it 

is computed on a dense grid of uniformly spaced cells and uses overlapping local contrast 

normalization for improved accuracy. 

Histogram of Oriented Gradients 

The Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) feature descriptor [1] is popular for object detection. 

In the following example, we compute the HOG descriptor and display a visualisation. 

Algorithm overview 

Compute a Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) by 

1. (optional) global image normalisation
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2. computing the inclination picture in x and y

3. computing inclination histograms

4. normalising crosswise over squares

5. flattening into a component vector

The main stage applies a discretionary worldwide picture standardization leveling that is 

intended to lessen the impact of enlightenment impacts. Practically speaking we utilize gamma 

(control law) pressure, either processing the square root or the log of each shading channel. 

Picture surface quality is regularly corresponding to the nearby surface enlightenment so this 

pressure lessens the impacts of neighborhood shadowing and brightening varieties.  

The second stage processes first request picture inclinations. These catch shape, outline and 

some surface data, while giving further protection from brightening varieties. The locally 

overwhelming shading channel is utilized, which gives shading invariance to an expansive 

degree. Variation techniques may likewise incorporate second request picture subordinates, 

which go about as crude bar locators - a helpful component for catching, e.g. bar like structures 

in bikes and appendages in people.  

The third stage expects to deliver an encoding that is touchy to neighborhood picture content 

while staying impervious to little changes in stance or appearance. The received technique pools 

angle introduction data locally similarly as the SIFT [2] highlight. The picture window is 

separated into little spatial areas, called "cells". For every cell we collect a neighborhood 1-D 

histogram of inclination or edge introductions over every one of the pixels in the cell. This 

consolidated cell-level 1-D histogram frames the essential "introduction histogram" portrayal. 

Every introduction histogram separates the slope edge go into a settled number of foreordained 

canisters. The slope extents of the pixels in the cell are utilized to vote into the introduction 

histogram.  

The fourth stage registers standardization, which takes neighborhood gatherings of cells and 

complexity standardizes their general reactions previously going to next stage. Standardization 

acquaints better invariance with enlightenment, shadowing, and edge differentiate. It is 

performed by collecting a measure of neighborhood histogram "vitality" over nearby gatherings 

of cells that we call "squares". The outcome is utilized to standardize every cell in the square. 
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Commonly every individual cell is shared between a few squares, however its normalisations are 

piece ward and in this manner extraordinary. The cell accordingly seems a few times in the last 

yield vector with various normalisations. This may appear to be excess however it enhances the 

execution. We allude to the standardized square descriptors as Histogram of Oriented Gradient 

(HOG) descriptors.  

The last advance gathers the HOG descriptors from all pieces of a thick covering network of 

squares covering the location window into a consolidated component vector for use in the 

window classifier.  

Ada Boost Classifier:- 

1990 – Boost-by-greater part calculation (Freund) 1995 – AdaBoost (Freund and Schapire) 1997 

– Generalized adaptation of AdaBoost (Schapire and Singer) 2001 – AdaBoost in Face Detection

(Viola and Jones) Interesting properties: AB is a straight classifier with all its alluring properties. 

Stomach muscle yield focalizes to the logarithm of probability proportion. Stomach muscle has 

great speculation properties. Abdominal muscle is a component selector with a principled 

technique (minimisation of upper bound on observational mistake). Abdominal muscle near 

consecutive basic leadership (it creates an arrangement of step by step more intricate classifiers).  

AdaBoost is the "versatile boosting" calculation. The objective of boosting is to enhance the 

exactness of any given learning calculation. Initial, a frail classifier with an exactness on the 

preparation set more noteworthy then a shot is made, and after that new segment classifiers are 

added to frame a group whose joint choice lead has subjectively high precision on the 

preparation set. In AdaBoost each preparation design gets a weight that decides its likelihood of 

being chosen for a preparation set for an individual segment classifier. On the off chance that a 

preparation design is precisely arranged; at that point its possibility of being utilized again in an 

ensuing part classifier is lessened. On the other hand, if the example isn't precisely characterized, 

at that point its possibility of being utilized again is raised. Along these lines, the AdaBoost 

centers in around the troublesome examples. In particular, we instate these weight over the 

preparation set to be uniform. On every emphasis k, we draw a preparation set indiscriminately 

as indicated by these weights, and prepare part classifier Ck on the examples chose. Next, we 

increment weights of preparing designs misclassified by Ck and decline the weights of the 

examples accurately characterized by Ck. Examples picked by this new dispersion are utilized to 
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prepare the following classifier, Ck+1, and the procedure is iterated. We let the examples and 

their marks in D be indicated by xi and yi , separately and let Wk(i) be the kth discrete 

conveyance over all these preparation tests. The AdaBoost technique is as per the following:  

SVm:- 

Calculation FOR OBJECT DETECTION USING HOG AND LINEAR SVM 

1. Gather k quantities of vehicles that normally observed and j quantities of non-vehicles which

is the foundation like streets, trees, light post, sign board that is seen on the present picture and 

some non-vehicle protest.  

2. Give k a chance to be the positive examples and j be the negative examples. By and by j < k,

for more precision. 

3. Resize it into 64*128 4. Concentrate HOG descriptor for both j and k.

5. Prepare with straight SVM on the j and k and spare it into xml or yml organize (say l.xml).

6. Take a picture from the camcorder. 7. Perform HOG detectMultiScale parameters.

8. Apply sliding window procedure; the span of the sliding window is to be settled and rise to

with 64*128. 9. Concentrate HOG highlights from the window and apply straight SVM and 

contrast and l.xml. On the off chance that it is equivalent apply the window with the jumping box 

and goto stage 14, if not have any significant bearing stage 10.  

10. Skirt the window and apply stage 9 to the following window till it finished every one of the

slides. 
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11. Subsequent to finishing every one of the windows slides apply picture pyramid

(discretionary) [applying picture pyramid will diminish the speed however better precision result 

when the question is more noteworthy than the sliding window size].The picture pyramid scale 

ought to be set as needs be. The littler the picture pyramid Scale the abatement the speed. It is 

generally rely on the question on the scene from the camera. Henceforth, depend generally on the 

arrangement of the camera.  

12. Apply stage 8 to 11 till it is equivalent to the picture pyramid scale.

13. Applying stage 11 shape covering of bouncing box. Also, can be adjusted by utilizing non

maxima concealment. 

14. Set the jumping box to be a vehicle.

15. End and continue to next picture.

CONCLUSION 

This paper reviews different techniques used for the detection and identification of taillights of 

vehicles during night. Various vehicle detection methods are explained using the image 

segmentation techniques. In this paper many image processing techniques such as Segmentation, 

Edge detection, Filtering and image enhancement are discussed. By combining these methods the 

tail light are detected and the accidents during night are controlled up to some extent. More 

studies and researches are required in this field for further detection of all vehicles. 
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